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ELECTRIC ACTIVE PATIENT LIFTER
COD. SOL6

Electric ultra compact, portable and folding patient lifter by means of a powerful electric actuator
which is controlled by a simple handset.

SmartTM Monitor diagnostic and service controls through LCD screen. It is possible to check
and record the exact amount of work completed by the actuator each and every time the lift is
used, regardless of a patient’s weight or lift height covered. The intelligent system advises the
user to schedule key maintenance helping to ensure your lift remains in optimum conditions.

Adjustable cow-horn ensures maximum flexibility and improved patient comfort. With three cow-
horn height options, the Journey can support a wider range of patient heights and size. 

Provided with contoured heigh adjustable knee pad to ensure the patient feels comfortable and
fully supported during transfer and removable foot tray to transform the lifter nto a rehabilitation
aid that allows a patient to fully stand

Emergency stop button and mechanical descent in case of electrical failure.

Electric leg adjustment mechanism controlled by handset or by control box.

Integrated push handle for ease of manoeuvrability.
Detachable battery pack and desktop charger.
Spreader bar with hooks for loop style slings.

Complete with fully padded sling, size M, that allows excellent access for toileting and is easy to
fit, providing quick and effective transfers..

Base on 2 front castors diam. 75 mm and 2 rear lockable ones diam. 100 mm 
Safe working load: 155 kg
Weight: 37,5 kg

Outstanding lifting range: 720 – 1530mm
Overall dimensions: 1000 x 685 x 1130/1600 mm (legs closed)
Overall dimensions: 1000 x 970 x 1130/1600 mm (legs open)

 
Dim.1000x970x1130/1600 h mm

Position 1 
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